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Phizzi Foreword

When we started the Ogden Primary Office in September 
2014, we set out to challenge how physics is taught in primary 
schools and it still excites us every single day! 

Our team in the primary office has grown, we now have a new 
Primary Partnership Manager - Kirstin Greygoose, who has a 
wealth of education experience and Erica di Meo, the new 
Business and Marketing Co-ordinator, who comes from a 
business management background. 

One of the main reasons for producing this magazine is to 
share some of the amazing stories and people who have 
helped us get to where we are today. We wouldn't have got 
this far if you, our readers, hadn't supported the Ogden 
Primary Programme with your ideas and appreciation. So a 
huge thank you and a hope that you find both interesting and 
inspirational ideas within.  

If you would like to share your thoughts about Phizzi News, or 
indeed any other aspect of the Primary Programme, I would 
love to hear from you. Listening to what our audience have to 
say is of enormous importance. My email address is 
wendy.cox@ogdentrust.com. Please email me at any time; it 
might take me a few days, but I will always reply! 

Wendy and the team 

Meet the Team

                  www.ogdentrust.com               @ogdenprimary    @spacecampuk    @phizzinews                                                                 
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Phiz Lab Focus
Our Lady & Saint Kenelm Primary School 

Creating curiosity at OLSK – this is our vision which is embedded into the everyday 
lives of staff, parents and pupils at OLSK. Our Phiz Lab is a thriving hub of activity, 
bringing new scientists to life every single day. 
Teachers across the school have been using the Phiz Lab every day as part of their 
curriculum science, as well as now being brave enough to cover science topics from 
outside the class curriculum. The children get so excited to step into the lab and put on 
their goggles and lab coats. They are buzzing with enthusiasm, asking questions and 
so keen to get hands-on with science. 
Science at OLSK in the Phiz Lab is not only led by staff but by pupils. In school we 
have eight science ambassadors from across all year groups (right down to reception) 
and these children run our lab like clockwork. They are in charge of science 
equipment, timetables and running workshops for our visiting partnership schools. Every term our Phiz Lab ambassadors meet to 
discuss progression in the lab, new ideas and areas of future improvement. Staff at school are given so much confidence, when the 
ambassadors set up their equipment ready for their lessons. They are so committed to our Phiz Lab, science and spreading science 
across our community! 

Our Phiz Lab is a wonderful and inspiring place to be. With things to look at everywhere you 
turn, the children and staff absolutely love going in there. We have had the pleasure of now 
sharing our lab with our new Ogden Trust Partnership, which includes Tenterfields, Lapal, 
Lutley, Black Heath Primary, Colley Lane and our Lady of Fatima.  
The schools have opportunities to timetable workshops with myself (Laura Marshall Teacher 
Fellow) and Beverly Morris (Teaching Assistant Fellow). In these workshops we have had 
exceptionally successful investigations, ranging from changing the density of fluids, to 
creating elephant toothpaste and lifelike solar systems. The list is endless. 
Our children at OLSK love to work WITH children from our partnership schools in finding out 
the answers to questions they have never asked before. They come especially to the Phiz 
Lab, in their own time even, to ask questions and propose future investigations. It not only 
inspires other children at school, but friends and families at home. They don’t leave the Phiz 
Lab and stop. No, they take their science everywhere with them, even home, and often turn 

up at school with ongoing projects that they are carrying out in their own time.  
We have our next science fair coming up in our Phiz Lab, in which children from across the school are invited to bring in their own 
project and teach others about it. Our science fairs are open not only to children but to parents/carers etc from outside of school. We 
have endless applicants and I’m sure this next one at the end of March is going to be outstanding again. 
I cannot wait to continue our journey as a school and community/partnership 
in our Lab. A hub of inspiration, innovation and new growth of future 
scientists.  
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Phiz Labs
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Phizzi Pioneers
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Market Harborough Partnership  
8th Annual Primary Science 

Conference 
250 children from nine schools enjoyed this hands-
on conference. There were lots of exciting 
workshops on offer including:- 
·         making lava lamps, 
·         building moon rovers 
·         explosions 
·         extracting your own DNA 
·         making snot! 
The day concluded with a wonderful talk from 
Sophie Allen of the National Space Academy that 
included firing a paper rocket straight through a 
cardboard box. 
We are grateful to the science staff and students at 
Robert Smyth Academy who hosted the event and 
were delighted to find that many of the student 
helpers attended the conference themselves when 
they were primary students.                  Judith Green
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Phizzi Progression
Phizzi Foundation 

Physics Focus Early Years — Engaging Pupils in Scientific Enquiry 

Science Talk promotes a positive attitude towards science and fosters children's intuitive desire to ask questions about the world around them.  Weekly 
science talk sessions provide an opportunity to build pupil confidence and curiosity within the classroom, supporting the development of speaking & 
listening and communication skills in science and beyond.  A Science Talk session will ideally take around 30 minutes following this simple format: 

What would happen if…?  Encourage children to develop their own questions through peer and  
adult modelling which could be used for investigation.   

Making Things Move! 
Early learning goals 
C&L (40-60+) Understanding: Children answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their experiences. 
C&L (40-60+) Speaking: Children develop their own narratives and explanations by connecting 
ideas or events.  
UW (40-60+) The World: Children know about similarities and differences in relation to places, 
objects, materials and living things.  

Resources 
Book - Who Sank the Boat? by Pamela Allen; Large tray of water (e.g. tuffspot; class sink; a 
paddling pool); Tubs of various sizes; tape; rubber bands; scissors (H&S); chopsticks/garden sticks; 
thick card (cut into squares which will interlock); foam pieces; lolly sticks (large); balloon pumps; 
mini hand-held fans; light fabric for sails; plastic animals to ride in the boats; General resources if 
children choose to record their ideas such as paper and pencils. 

Health & Safety 
*Use of scissors and water requires supervision. 

Science Talk

Main Aims of Science Talk:Engage 
5 -10 minutes 
What do you know about...? 
Pupils use their senses to make 
observations and ask questions. 
Engage: Read Pamela Allen’s, Who Sank 
the Boat? and ask children what they know 
about boats? Pass around some model 
boats or pictures (e.g. yacht, speed boat, 
rowing boat, paddle-steamer) and ask 
children to describe/compare them. How 
could we make a boat that moves?  

Sustain 
15 - 20 minutes 
What happens if...? 
Follow a line of enquiry that enables pupils 
to test an idea and solve a problem. 
Sustain: Encourage pupils to explore what 
happens when you twist rubber bands 
(e.g. a lolly stick between two chopsticks).  
Allow children to test out their ideas on the 
boats, keeping it as simple as possible.  
Can the children modify their ideas using 
the resources available? 

Conclude 
5 minutes 
What do you think now? 
Use their findings to draw simple 
conclusions and relate to real life. 
Conclude: Hold a class boat race. What 
happens when you add animals into the 
boats - do they travel faster or slower?  
Why? Look at the range of designs - which 
children have focused on the movement of 
the boat? Discuss how the boats could be 
modified/improved. 
What does this tell you about things that 
move? 

Questions 
Q. Where have you seen things move on the water 
before? (Could also include animals – webbed feet) 
Q. What would happen if we made the boat heavier? 
Q. How could we change how quickly the boat 
moves? 
Q. What would happen if we used a different 
material/shape for the boat? 

Film clips: http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zdtvcdm 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zdtvcdm
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zdtvcdm
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Phizzi Progression
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Phizzi Focus KS1 
Engaging Pupils in Scientific Enquiry 

Physics Focus: Making things Move 
Engage: Put a pile of pom-poms on one 

side of the circle and ask children to 
suggest ways of moving them into a cup 

on the other side.  
"What do we need to know to solve this 

problem?" 
Collect ideas in pairs or on a class board. 

Explore: Share some photos of machines such 
as catapults, then group the ideas (e.g. 
suggestions are likely to  fall into two 

categories of movement by a human or 
machine) then ask children to filter out the least 

practical ideas for using in school.    

Explain: Demonstrate how to construct a catapult.  Set the challenge of 
moving the pom-poms as far as possible using their catapult. Observe the 

methods used and language during group discussion - children may improve 
the model through trial and error.  Prompt the children to consider methods 

of recording their progress and ask how they will compare their results. 

Elaborate: : Carry out pupil-led investigation 
based on their questions and ideas following the 

exploration. 
As the teacher, facilitate focused inquiry through 

probing questions. 
Observe pupil responses, processes and record 

through photographs and post-it notes. 

Evaluate: Draw conclusions from a final 
whole-class launch to compare the 

catapults and declare the winner.  Refer 
back to the original problem. Review 

findings and ask children to present (new) 
ideas or evidence from their activities. 

Catapult 
Catastrophe! 

Key Questions 
•        What would be the best way to measure the   

                distance each missile travels? 
• How would changing the ‘angry bird’ change  

                the distance (e.g. weight/size)? 
• What would happen if we changed the size of  

                the lolly sticks? 
• How can we make the missile travel further? 

Assessment: Expected Outcomes 
Children working at National Expectations will: 

• Notice patterns and relationships (if I do this… 
                this happens…) 

• Ask questions (what happens if I…?) 
• Use people and secondary sources to find  

                answers 
• Use simple and appropriate measuring  

                equipment 
• Talk about their findings 
• Record and communicate their findings 
• Use age-appropriate scientific language 

*© 2009 - 2017 Rovio Entertainment Ltd. All rights Reserved. 

Health & Safety 
It is important to highlight the risks of launching a missile without due care and 
attention! 
Check: some video clips may not be suitable for school use – refer to school 
policy and licensing. 

Resources 

• Book or video clip, Angry Birds* or similar (e.g. Roman catapult) 
• Plastic/paper cups 
• Photos/posters of catapults (Small wooden catapult kits can be   

                purchase for around £12) 
• Recording templates (if appropriate) 
• Plain and squared paper 
• Measuring equipment (metre sticks, rulers, tape measures) 
• Camera / iPad to take photo evidence 
• If you are the science coordinator, encourage the school to  

                purchase a class A1 Big Book for recording each science   
                exploration day activity – great evidence for visitors and report writing 

To Make the Catapults 
Lolly sticks; rubber bands; bottle tops; pom-poms 
1) Bind together 4 or 5 lolly sticks with elastic bands at each end 
2) Bind a pair of lolly sticks at one end with another rubber band (to make a 

crocodile mouth)  
3) Insert the lolly stick stack  
4) Use tape to attach the bottle top 
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Phizzi Progression
Phizzi Progression KS2 – Solar Buggies 

A group of our Phiz Lab schools are collaborating in a project with the ASE to explore how solar buggies can be used to support 
science learning in primary schools. Children have been collaborating to construct their own solar buggies and then have been 
encouraged to develop their own questions to explore through scientific enquiry using the buggies. The project is an excellent way of 
linking together a number of areas of the science curriculum including electricity, forces and light as well as encouraging children to 
think about key issues for science in society today such as traffic pollution and sustainability. 

‘The construction of the solar buggies was a fantastic teamwork challenge for the children. My class worked in teams of three and 
independently followed the detailed instructions to put together their vehicles. It was great to see them problem solving and 
collaborating to finish the job’. 
Year 6 Teacher 

‘It was great fun making our solar powered lunar buggy – there were really tricky bits but it was great 
when we had finished it and the wheels started turning’. 
Year 6 Child 

‘We have learnt that winter is not the best time in the year for this project, with the sun being so low in 
the sky the light is not bright enough to power the solar panel. This did however, turn into a fantastic 
investigation where children used light sensors to explore how the angle of the sun in the sky affects the 
brightness. It lead to some great application of mathematics with angle measuring and scatter graph 
drawing.’ 
Year 6 Teacher 

Solar buggies are a fantastic tool to inspire curiosity, below are some of the inquiry ideas that Phiz Lab 
students have come up with. 

Fair Testing 
How does the weight of the 

solar buggy affect how quickly 
it travels? 

How does the angle of the 
front wheel affect the size of 

the circle that the buggy 
moves in? 

Comparative Testing 
How does the type of tyre 

affect how quickly the solar 
buggy travels? 

Which surface does the solar 
buggy travel fastest on? 

Identifying 
What is the steepest slope 

that the solar buggy will 
drive up? 

Pattern Seeking 
How does the angle of the 

front wheel affect the size of 
the circle that the buggy 

moves in? 

Observing Over Time 
Does the time of day affect 
how quickly our solar buggy 

travels? 

Research 
What is the world’s fastest 

solar car? 
Do any countries use solar 

cars to get around? 
How do you make electricity 

from sunlight? 

ASE Optoelectronics project, with support from the Rank Prize Funds 
A class set of solar buggy kits (10 kits, based on 30 children generally working in threes) has been provided to four 
outstanding primary science leaders and their primary schools, through a partnership with The Ogden Trust funded 
Phiz Labs. In consultation with Wendy Cox, The Ogden Trust's National Lead for primary science, the following four 
primary schools and their science leaders have been selected: 
Shrubland Street Phiz Lab, Leamington Spa, Amanda Poole 
The Coppice Primary Phiz Lab, Wythall, Jo Tomkinson 
St Alphege Junior School Phiz Lab, Solihull, Emily Fryer 
Our Lady & St Kenelm Catholic Primary Phiz Lab, Halesowen, Laura Marshall 
Additionally, four primary schools working together as a multi academy trust have been selected to receive a class set of solar buggy kits. Until now, 
these schools and their science leaders have not had a focus on science, but they have jointly been awarded a STEM Enthuse Partnership Award as 
a self-initiated programme of activities and professional development over three years. 
It is proposed that all eight schools work with the solar buggy kits as they wish over the academic year 2016-17. All eight science leaders will be 
expected to provide some evidence of the investigative work that their children have undertaken and the impact on children’s learning.  
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Phizzi Peers 
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Why not keep your families up to date with all the great things going on in science with a half termly newsletter? You 
can even get your Year 6 Science Assistants to become the editorial team and put the stories together.  

Contact wendy.cox@ogdentrust.com if you would like the Phizzi Newsletter template.
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Phizzi  
Professionals 

Primary school: Various Secondary school: The King's School, Canterbury 

A-level subjects: Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry, also at S Level 

University & degree title or describe your career path:  

Bachelor of Arts in Physics, Natural Sciences Tripos, with 1st class 

honours and Doctorate in Laboratory Astrophysics 

Job title: NASA astronaut and also served as Chief of the Astronaut 

Office Expedition Corps, Assistant Director (Technical) of the Johnson 

Space Center, Deputy Associate Administrator for Exploration 

Operations, NASA Headquarters,  Chief of the Soyuz Branch, Astronaut 

Office and supporting Soyuz and International Space Station operations, 

and space suit development. Since retiring from NASA works as a Green 

Aviation inventor and technologist, being an advisor for the Inspiration 

Mars Foundation and working with International Space School Educational 

Trust particularly on Mission Discovery and Astronaut Leadership 

Experience programmes. Brief job description: Preparing for human exploration of space. 

Best bits of your job: Training for space missions, helping others to 

prepare for space missions, seeing the earth from space and carrying out 

space walks. 
Advice for budding primary scientist: Study hard, listen to good 

advice,fight off fear of failure and look to help others as much as 

possible, particularly when working in a team. 
Physics in practice: My experience as an astronaut and a green inventor 

has required me to utilise parts of just about every branch of physics. 

9

Dr Michael Foale CBE



Family Learning Night - Bolton 
Families encouraged to develop scientific minds  

A SCIENCE magic show harnessing the forces of nature proved simply electrical when Beaumont Primary School staged a family 
learning night to encourage adults and children to develop scientifically enquiring minds. 

During the physics-themed event they enjoyed a show which included the re-enactment of the Great Fire of London. 

Shelley Bennett, key stage two leader at Beaumont Primary School, said: “We organised the event as we wanted to 
include our parents into our science teaching and encourage more science talk outside the classroom. We are 
part of the Ogden Trust Central Bolton Hub and I am the hub leader.” 

With our partner schools, Lostock and Gilnow, we organise training and events for our schools based on science. This 
has been our biggest event yet and the first primary family night in the North West. We had around 100 parents and 
children from Beaumont Primary and Lostock Primary. 

Some of Beaumont’s pupils carried out experiments based on forces and magnetics, for example recreating the Star 
Wars sound effects using slinkies or balancing the forces of gravity and upthrust with a helium balloon. They encouraged 
other parents and children to try them whilst explaining the science to them. We also had “science buskers” from 
Manchester University to show the children how plasma balls work. Our main show was performed by Tom from Mad 
Science who re-enacted the Great Fire of London amongst other things.” 

Mrs Bennett said: “We want to work together to promote science within primary school and ensure that our 
pupils enjoy their learning and move on to secondary school with a solid understanding of science and a love of learning. We hope to 
develop the scientists of the future.” 

Leena Adenmosum, aged nine, from Beaumont School said: “I really enjoyed seeing the fire and glow sticks and I didn’t know that ultra violet light 
existed. I loved it. “ 

Amy Riley , aged nine from Beaumont School, added:” I loved the fire and the glow sticks. It was amazing. I really love science.” 

Abingdon Science Partnership 
We had a brilliant 'Ice and Fire' workshop  
with Renee Watson from Curiosity Box. 

   

Phizzi Fun 
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Dragon’s Den  
At Ferncumbe School, Year 5 and 6 were learning about electricity last term in a very hands-on and practical way. We decided to put 
our new skills into action by setting up a Dragon’s Den competition! Each group of four pupils created a design from scratch for a 
wonderful Christmas decoration. Displaying incredible growth mindsets and trial and error, designs began to evolve over a period of 
a few weeks, culminating in our presentations just before Christmas. Mr Jones from DCA Designs in Warwick visited us for the 
afternoon and showed the pupils the range of new designs he has helped to bring about, from insulin pens to children’s 

toothbrushes. Each group then presented their designs to Mr Jones and Mrs Grier, demonstrating brilliant scientific knowledge as well as fabulous 
ideas. From light-up trees and stockings, to a spinning gingerbread man and glowing sleigh, the children exceeded all expectations and did themselves 
proud. After much deliberation, the judges decided that the winner would be the gingerbread house, with glowing lights and a spinning gingerbread 
man at the front! 

Shrubland Street Primary School at the Principia Schools Conference, York 
A team of six children from Shrubland Street Primary School in Leamington Spa was selected to deliver a presentation about their Space Camp 
programme at  the Principia Schools Conference in York. The children gave a fantastic presentation sharing all their space science and astronomy 
learning experiences. The highlight of the conference was that the children had the opportunity to meet Tim Peake and ask him many of their questions 
about his mission to the ISS. It was wonderful to see how many children from across the country have been engaged in such a huge variety of physics 
and STEM projects connected to the Principia Mission and hear from so many children inspired to work towards careers in the aerospace industry. 

Hillcroft Primary School Space Camp 
We held our first Space Camp which was excellent! Thirty Year 4 and 5s camped in the hall, looked at the 
moon through the telescope, used star gazing apps, explored the dark, made rockets, had fish and chips and 
then settled down to bed with Space Camp on in the background. Tom Holloway 

     ‘Sound’  
      at Maddox Farm Home School

Phizzi Fun 
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      Hands-on Clocks and Gears! 
Thirty excited children from three primary schools visited Birmingham University for a day learning about the science of clocks and 
gears. The workshop was led by Dr Maria Pavlidou, Ogden Science Officer and Outreach Officer at Birmingham University’s 
School of Physics & Astronomy for schools from the Birmingham Five Ways Primary Partnership.  

In a room overlooking the famous clock tower, the children explained how they thought clocks through the ages worked – from 
sundials and hour-glasses to ancient Greek water clocks that used gears. Through modelling how interlocking ‘human gear 
wheels’ with different numbers of teeth (children) turn at different speeds, the pupils explored the mathematics used for hour, 

minute and second hands of mechanical clocks. They learnt how some astronomical clocks, such as the ancient Antikythera Mechanism, predicted 
astronomical positions and eclipses as well as the cycles of the ancient Olympic Games. 

After an inspiring tour of the campus by an undergraduate student and lunch, the highlight of the day was working in pairs to put together their own 
wind-up clock with 15 gear wheels. Finally, using stopwatches, they found a pattern between the length of their clock’s pendulum and the time of its 
swing, which then enabled them to predict the length of pendulum they would need for their clock to accurately keep time.  

One of their primary teachers said ‘The children really enjoyed themselves and I think a few of them are already drafting their applications to enrol at 
the university!’ 

Later this year Maria plans to train other Ogden Science Officers to deliver this same inspiring workshop at universities across the UK.  

Liverpool South Partnership 
Holy Family Catholic Primary School 
Children using resources from Light & Sound CPD 

'I loved it as it was good to work with a partner and look through the small hole. It was fun trying to see what was inside using the torch.’ Harriet 

'It was fascinating using the bear cave. I enjoyed using the torch to see which curtain was best. It's cool that it's so dark inside without using the light 
source.’ Charlie 

'It was really interesting because you could actually see the things inside the cave with the right light source’. Jessica 

‘I loved the LED lights because I liked seeing how it travelled and wanted to make as many beams as I could with the mirror’. Jay 

Phizzi Fun 
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Phizzi Fun 
Astro Eve 
Walking on Mars, stargazing, designing landing gear and flying through the solar system in a planetarium were just a few of 
the mind-blowing activities on offer at Astro Eve earlier this month. 

Dulverton Junior School led this first ever Astro evening as part of the Exmoor Primary Partnership. Seven of the primary 
partners took part, using ballots to select 60 children from Years 4, 5 and 6 to attend this popular first event. Pupils from 
Exford First School, Dulverton Junior School, Cutcombe First School, Milverton Primary School, Wiveliscombe Primary    

                                School, East Anstey and Bishops Nympton Primary Schools were lucky enough to take part. 

“We were thrilled to have the Space Detectives run by 
Joanne Richardson (ESERO-UK Space Ambassador), 
Astronomers from the Tiverton & Mid Devon Astronomy 
Society and Simon Ould’s Space Odyssey mobile 
planetarium at the school, to provide an exceptional 
evening of hands-on workshops and talks on the theme 
of space exploration,” said Sally Fulford, Head of 
Dulverton Junior School. “We even attempted to create a 
scaled version of the solar system to show just how vast 
it is, let alone our galaxy and the Universe. Finishing off 
with a cup of cocoa and a bedtime story read by Tim 
Peake during his Principia mission to the International 
Space Station rounded off a perfect evening.” 

With the help of Jo, the budding Space Detectives and their teachers soon got to work exploring Mars. They discovered what makes it red, how 
we are currently exploring the surface and, using the Virtual Reality System, got an idea of what it would be like to actually walk on it. “The 
children were really engaged and full of wonderful ideas,” said Jo. “They carefully designed landers which were capable of landing a raw egg 
intact and modelled it on the landing of Curiosity itself. As ever, the Virtual Reality System brought their learning to life and it was fantastic to hear 
the enthusiastic comments from all of the children taking part.” 

“Thanks to The Ogden Trust, this was an incredible opportunity for our local 
schools to be at the forefront of primary education in space exploration,” 
continued Sally. “The Southwest is a dark sky reserve and the third largest 
employer in the UK space sector so there is no better time to open children’s 
eyes to space. Already some of our parents work in this very exciting sector, 
and we hope events like this will inspire the children to follow their dreams. We 
would also like to thank the workshop leaders, teachers, school staff, 
governors and parents, all of whom ensured this event was truly out of this 
world!” 

Dr Alison Rivett, the Ogden South West Regional Representative added, “The 
Ogden Trust is a charitable trust that exists to promote the teaching and 
learning of physics. We do this by enabling innovative physics teaching to take 
place in schools, often forging links to universities. We are very pleased to be able to support the Exmoor 
Primary Science Partnership and to have been able to bring a small part of the Universe to Dulverton!” 
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Phizzi Family 
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Meeting a Real-life Astronaut in Birmingham!! 
On Thursday morning, coaches and minibuses from all over Birmingham 
converged on King Edward VI Five Ways School, thanks to the support of The 
Ogden Trust, and disgorged over 300 super-excited primary school children 
and 50 accompanying staff. They had all come to see their first real-life 
astronaut – Michael Foale – and he didn’t disappoint!!!! 

Mike is the most experienced British born astronaut in the history of human 
space travel having flown on six Space Shuttle missions, a Soyuz and 
commanded the International Space Station. He was the first Briton to perform 
a spacewalk, during which he saved the Hubble Space Telescope. 

Mike’s first talk was to children from 30 Birmingham primary schools, most of 
whom had entered their own school’s competition to win a place, and around 
400 KS3 pupils and sixth formers from King Edward VI Five Ways.  The many 
budding-astronaut children left even more excited and motivated than when 
they had arrived! 

One primary teacher wrote ‘It was just fantastic! He was truly inspiring and had 
the children from our school captivated. Thank you so much for offering us this 
once-in-a-life time opportunity.’ 

Mike’s second talk of the day was to over 500 Year 9s, 10s and 11s and as 
many members of staff as could come (including lab & IT technicians, the 
gardener and many teachers)! Questions ranged from asking ‘What we can do 
about space debris?’ and ‘How do you shower in a space station?’ to ‘Could you 
take a KFC to the ISS?’.  The audience enjoyed watching Mike’s ‘home movies’ 
made for his family whilst on MIR and the ISS, particularly eating floating M&Ms 
and trying to control a large wobbling ball of water. 

The final talk was open to the public and indeed they flocked in – from children 
in astronaut outfits (including a very well-behaved babe in arms), to some space 
travel enthusiasts who had come all the way from Yorkshire, an author of two 
books on the Hubble Telescope and some school groups. The welcome given to 
Mike was fantastic and both his talk and questions session were universally well 
received.  

We had 920 primary children see him from 11 primary schools across Coventry and Warwickshire during the day and in the evening the new 
Oculus lecture theatre was packed with 500 children and parents and a good handful of physics undergraduates and PhD students. 

The visit was organised by Ogden Teacher Fellows Jackie Flaherty, Amanda Poole, Jenny Watson and Dan Cottle, through Chris Barber of 
the International Space School Educational Trust (ISSET - www.isset.org). This is a registered UK charity whose aim is to utilise space 
exploration to inspire and motivate young people to believe that they can become what they want to be.  On behalf of all attendees, thanks to 
The Ogden Trust and King Edward VI Five Ways who sponsored this amazing event!! 
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Earth & Space Conference Days at  
Eton College and King Edward's School 

“It was the best CPD 
day I’ve had in 

years.  Excellent and 
engaging presenters 
sharing very useful 

information and 
ideas. Thank you.” 

L.G. 

 “I feel very inspired to share what I’ve learnt 
today with the rest of the staff.  It is so lovely 
to listen to people so enthusiastic about their 

subject and to bring enthusiasm and 
excitement of science back into the primary 

classroom.”  
Sarah A

“Wow! Rarely have I been on a course 
so full from start to finish of 

immediately relevant and useful ideas.  
I loved the enthusiasm of each teacher 
and am fully enthused for more! Thank 

you” 
Phil H

“An excellent day 
with a good variety of 
activities, information 
and practical advice 

from ‘real’ 
practitioners in the 

classroom” 
Sue W

“It was great to have 
a broad selection of 

workshops that 
included EYFS - 

Thankyou” 
G.D.
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Ogden Trust 
@ogdentrust 
We love physics at The Ogden 
Trust and want to help you love 
it too! 
ogdentrust.com 
@ogdenprimary  

@phizzinews  

@spacecampuk  

@ccs_phizlab  

@ogdentrust  

@ogden_bidford   

@phizlab_SSP  

@ccs_PhizLab 

@ogdenprimary_NW 

@OTprimarylondon  

@phizlabearlsdon 

@BriarHillSci 

@bowdenscience 

@ogdentrust 
  
  

Instagram 
@ogdenprimary 

Facebook 
www.facebook.com/
OgdenTrust

http://ogdentrust.com
http://www.facebook.com/OgdenTrust
http://ogdentrust.com
http://www.facebook.com/OgdenTrust
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